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Unknown Directions:
the Spiritual Commons



Context and Perspective:

our proposal is a direction for collective research and prototyping... 



Communities

Personal / collective 
thoughts 

points of contention
overlap, diversion, and 
collision

do we need further thought into 
collective spiritual commons?

Understanding Space beyond the 
three dimensions and into other 
spaces, spaces that transcend

How do we re-ritualise? 
Can the EU be embodied?



3.1 Concrete proposals to bring Europe closer to citizens and cultural operators – 
Organisation of the ‘homes of commons’: how can homes of commons act as effective tools 
to decentralise EU institutions and foster a dialogue with the local contexts? How can 
homes of commons communicate and collaborate simultaneously with EU institutions, 
local authorities and citizens?
Analysis:  
     The commons already exist in rudimentary ways,  they simply need feeding 
and nourishment. The ‘homes of commons’ that already exist do not always 
realise their potential within the commons, new awareness and connections 
need to be made. An awareness and attention to these shared physical and 
mental commons can be better addressed through the lens of the “spritual 
commons”. 
     Our spontaneous group here only barely began to touch on some personal  
common points together of what that even means. But the idea of Practices and 
Rituals are the initial tangible outcomes of this work. A small online 
experiment that we gave ourselves a few moments for is included in following 
photos. We wish to continue to expand this work together and to widen our 
circle.





3.1 Concrete proposals to bring Europe closer to citizens and cultural operators – Organisation 
of the ‘homes of commons’: how can homes of commons act as effective tools to decentralise EU 
institutions and foster a dialogue with the local contexts? How can homes of commons 
communicate and collaborate simultaneously with EU institutions, local authorities and 
citizens?
Concrete Proposal:
   The Spiritual Commons exists everywhere and yet, nowhere. Our natural commons is a 
harmony of trees, land, water, air, tended and cared for. Our public commons are designed 
and maintained, they need architecture, conduct, laws and structure. What does our Spiritual 
Commons need? How might space for this be better designed? We need to be able to listen, 
have time for dreams, for our intuitions, safe space for our chaos, our vulnerabilities, human 
honesty and messy creativity- allowing us to sit with the unknown together, especially in these 
unpredictable times. It is where embodiment of our human stories (body, mind, soul) can take 
place, representing fully who we are. 
    The Space of Encounter moves and travels as needed, yes all over Europe! It is 
where Europe hosts itself back to itself! Where each of us is creatively enabled to 
re-discover  identity and belonging...as individuals, as the collective, community, 
society, nation....

We need a space 



3. 2 Concrete proposals to bring Europe closer to citizens and cultural operators – Agenda 
of the homes of commons: what should be on the agenda of homes of commons, in order 
to facilitate the links between the EU and the local level? What function should homes of 
commons have (advocacy, information, co-creation, local participation…)?

Analysis

Exercise in how we can get into the same space / frame of mind?













“Where is Home?” 
Performative workshop combining elements from theatre and 
dance movement to explore the notion of home and the sense of 
belonging. A practice in process that uses embodiment to 
discuss and feel the concept of home and what it means. 

Facilitator: Sonya Armaghanyan



Building spaces of encounter through urban games 

Urban games act as supportive environment for community action that 
is co-created within safe(r) space. With urban games we are bringing 
together playful approaches in urban design, storytelling and AR/VR 
innovation. Throughout the process we hold space for people so that 
they feel comfortable and motivated to co-create and share their 
experiences through play. Such spaces of encounter have the potential 
to uplevel the human connection where people can be more present 
together and become active co-creators of their environment.

Mateja Stanislava Rot



3.3 Homes of commons and cultural and creative spaces: how can we rethink cultural and 
creative spaces as community organisations suggesting new ways for the EU to relate 
with the local level, aware of the role of relevant national/regional level organisations ?

Analysis   // Concrete Proposal

Can we rethink The large object of the EU as a more nurturing ecosystem, like 
a tree, with its needs, dependents, and oppertunities. 

Many diverse organisms live on/in a tree and help it trive, 
based on a natural understanding of one another, 

Nurture / care  / safety 
Two way relations between the small and the big



Our 5 Keywords

Challenge Nr 3: Building spaces of encounter between local and EU level

Spiritual Commons
Spaces of encounter 
Process in practice
individual and collective SPACE?
Embodiment


